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009Why this workshop?

Real innovations are rarely dreamed up by highly specialized experts. Innovation requires a certain
distance from the object of consideration. It emerges in the interaction of generalists and specialists and
it presupposes specific freedoms.

With the „Havanna Aqua-Tektur“ project, Hansgrohe created all these preconditions – and har-
vested an abundance of new conceptual approaches. The fact that we, of all people, as the leading 

company in the sanitary sector, obtained a burst of new ideas from among the ranks of architects
is by no means an indication of a lack of imagination within the company. On the contrary: Hansgrohe
does this because we are aware of the important role played by architects in the innovation process rela-
ting to building equipment and fittings. After all, it is mainly architects who are in a position to see the
bathroom with the necessary distance referred to. They work in an area of spatial, technical and social
interrelationships and, in doing so, also consider the details of the interior. And yet, they never do this
from the perspective of a pure product developer but always with the distance of the generalist.  

„Rethinking the bathroom“ – for architects, this is not necessarily revolutionary. Continually que-
stioning the purpose of architecture is a central feature of their profession. When a manufacturer of sani-
tary products demands a „rethinking of the bathroom“, however, the results extend down to the founda-
tions of the company. If the space or the position of the bathroom in a building changes, if the role of using
the bathroom is redefined, this affects the industrially manufactured products for fitting out bathrooms.
Ideas are then planted from which real innovations can grow.  

Havana was deliberately selected as the location for the workshop. When architects from all over
the world gather together in order to reflect as a group , there is no conceivable geographical center or
conveniently situated location for such an event. There are only places which are more or less suitable.
The best location appeared to be a city that was deeply influenced by the presence water and, at the
same time, needed to handle water very carefully. In terms of building equipment and bathroom fittings,
the Cuban capital is one of those locations which are still relatively unaffected by western standards. A
tabula rasa on which no-one has left any visible traces - ideal conditions for rethinking the bathroom. This
book documents the extent to which this experiment succeeded and how it generated valuable ideas for
all those involved, namely the architects and the company Hansgrohe.
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BRT Architekten Bothe Richter Teherani (D)

Bothe Richter Teherani, Architekten BDA, is a private
company and transferred its headquarters from
Cologne to Hamburg in late 1991.

Partners

The three heads of the practice Jens Bothe, Kai Richter
and Hadi Teherani already got to know each other
during their architectural studies at Braunschweig
Polytechnic in 1977; after common “years of apprenti-
ceship“ and tasks as project and design leaders in
renowned architectural practices in Germany, such as
the office of Prof. Schürmann, Cologne, they gained
local fame as self-employed architects with several
residential and commercial projects and finally interna-
tional reputation with the “Car & Driver“ project in
Hamburg. 

Focus

Industrial, commercial, transport, office and residential
buildings 
Public buildings – “Democracy as Client“ 
Computer use in the architectural practice.

Projects

Office building Deichtor, Hamburg 2002
Elbberg Campus @ltona, Hamburg 2002
Office building Neumühlen, Hamburg 2002
Dorint Hotel, Hamburg 2002
Centre for Future Energies, Berlin 2002
Administration building paper factory Palm, 
Aalen 2002
Asset Management Centre, Frankfurt 2002
Falkenried Lofts, Hamburg 2003

Jens Bothe

1959 born in Kirchen, Sieg
1978–1986 Study at Braunschweig Polytechnic
1986 Diploma at Braunschweig Polytechnic
1986–1987 Employed by Professor Joachim
Schürmann, Cologne
1988 Employed by Professor Kraemer, Sieverts
and Partner, Cologne
since 1988 self-employed architect
1991 Foundation of BRT Architekten Bothe Richter
Teherani with headquarters in Hamburg
since 1994 various lectures and publications on
technology, design, CAD and communication

Address 

BRT Architekten Bothe Richter Teherani 
Architekten BDA 
Oberbaumbrücke 1 
D-20457 Hamburg 
Fon: +49/40.24842-0 
Fax: +49/40.24842-222
office@brt.de 

Berliner Bogen, Hamburg
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012 Jochem Jourdan/Jourdan & Müller PAS

Jourdan & Müller PAS (D)

Since its foundation in 1970 by Jochem Jourdan and
Bernhard Müller, the Projektgruppe Architektur and
Städtebau has worked on an extensive planning vo-
lume as building and town planners. The office repre-
sents an architectural understanding, which guarantees
the careful maintenance of historic buildings and a con-
siderate as well as critical treatment of the historical
background of the location in combination with modern
architectural expression. 
The long-lasting co-operation of the practice with land-
scape planners is based on the conviction, that the
boundaries between nature and architektur become
softer. Town and landscape planning are therefore the
central concern of the practice, which are also incorpo-
rated in building construction projects. Comprehensive
knowledge of architectural and cultural history are the
foundation for the examination of tasks concerning
historic buildings and town planning projects, which
require sensitive consideration. 

Partners

Prof. Jochem Jourdan und Bernhard Müller

Projects

Grand Hotel Paulskirche, Frankfurt/Main 2001
Olympic Games 2012 
Frankfurt – Rhein/Main 2002
Vanke Dougezhuang Residential Park, Beijing 2002
AlphaHaus, Kaiserlei, Offenbach a.M. 2002

Address

Jourdan & Müller PAS
Projektgruppe Architektur und Städtebau
Leipziger Straße 36
D-60487 Frankfurt am Main
Fon  +49/69.9708180
Fax  +49/69.97081811
mail@jourdan-mueller.de

Jochem Jourdan

1937: Born in Gießen/Lahn
– studied architecture at the Technische
Universität Darmstadt
– grant from the Studienstiftung des Deutschen
Volkes
1965 Diploma under Prof. Ernst Neufert
1970 Establishment of PAS – Projektgruppe
Architektur und Städtebau by Jochem Jourdan
and Bernhard Müller in Darmstadt
1971 College lecturer at the Hochschule für
Bildende Künste, Kassel
Since 1972 Universität Gesamthochschule Kassel
1973 Deubau prize for his art dealer's house
Since 1980 Offices in Frankfurt am Main
– University professor for design, building conser-
vation and the care of historically protected build-
ings
– Member of AIV, BDA, dwb
– Member of the urban advisory committee of the
city of Frankfurt am Main
– Member of the curatorium for the Hessen cul-
ture prize
– Numerous awards, exhibitions and publications

Thermal power station, Berlin
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Nalbach + Nalbach Architekten (D)

„From urban planning to the chocolate box“

Partners

Johanne Nalbach and Gernot Nalbach

Focus

Residential buildings, office and commercial buildings,
hotels, trade and industrial buildings, school and 
university complexes, museums, urban planning

Projects

Federal press-conference center, Berlin
Shopping center with office use and residential 
buildings, Nuremberg
Residential and commercial building, Charlottenstraße,
Berlin
Residential buildings in Neumarkt, Dresden
Master plan for the harbor, Wismar

Address

Nalbach + Nalbach Architekten
Rheinstraße 45
D-12161 Berlin
Fon +49/30.859083-0
Fax +49/30.8511210
nalbachundnalbach@t-online.de

Gernot Nalbach

Born in Vienna
1961–68 Architectural education at Vienna
Polytechnic
Since 1970 university professor for design, 
presently at Dortmund University
Since 1975 architectural practice with Johanne
Nalbach in Berlin
Visiting professor in Brasilia, Moscow,
Amsterdam, Utrecht
1987–90 Dean of the Construction Engineering
Department at Dortmund University
1992 Conferring of the Austrian Medal for Science
and Art 
1993–96 Member of the Berlin City Forum 
Since 2002 member of the advisory design council
of Linz/Austria

Café Bravo, Berlin
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Lederer Ragnarsdóttir Oei (D)

"We look back on an architectural history of four thou-
sand years, when the human being created rooms
satisfying his physical and psychological needs. Rooms,
that communicate a cultural inheritance due to their
meaning* Rooms that generate a space and impress by
their physical and tactile qualities." 
The office Arno Lederer, Jorunn Ragnarsdottir, Marc
Oei does not swim with the current of architectural 
fashion. Characteristics of their work are the use of
light, the area of walls and openings or the relation 
to history, as especially architectural history offers 
concepts and ideas architects can learn from.

extract from Prof. W. Nerdinger

Partners

Prof. Arno Lederer, Jórunn Ragnarsdóttir
Dipl.-Ing. Marc Oei

Projects

Reconstruction and conversion of the Hessisches 
Staatstheater, Darmstadt
Reconstruction and conversion of insurance building 
Helvetia in Frankfurt a. M. 
Vocational school, Heilbronn         
Houses Gunterstrasse, Stuttgart
School, Ostfildern (2nd construction stage)

Addresse

Lederer Ragnarsdóttir Oei Freie Architekten BDA AI
Kornbergstraße 36
D-70176 Stuttgart
Fon +49/711.225506-0
Fax +49/711.225506-22

Jórunn Ragnarsdóttir

1957 Born in Akureyri, Iceland
– School education in Reykjavik
– Architectural education in Stuttgart 
– Diploma in 1982 
– Initially working as employee, 
since 1985 as partner in a co-operation with Arno
Lederer
– since 1992 with Marc Oei 
– Teaching for two years at Stuttgart University
with Prof. Boris Podrecca
– Several stage sets and costumes designs for 
theatres in Reykjavik

EVS, Stuttgart
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Allmann Sattler Wappner Architekten (D)

The office was founded 15 years ago. Our work
is defined by the search for a typology, which most 
precisely comprehends the nature and character-istics
of the respective task. The design methodology is to
revert to an unprofessional status at the project start,
in order to avoid a rash return to existing typologies. All
design relevant parameters remain open as long as
possible, until a conclusive and distinct concept is pro-
duced. Architecture must be understood as a process
with permanent changes. A seismographic perception
is required: The attentive observation of every-day
events and a permanent questioning of the social clas-
sification of architecture.

Partners

Markus Allmann, Dipl.-Ing. Architekt
Amandus Sattler, Dipl.-Ing. Architekt
Ludwig Wappner, Dipl.-Ing. Architekt
The practice is a private enterprise.

Projects

Münchner Tor
Südwestmetall Reutlingen
Riem Arcades, Munich
New sports hall, Tübingen

Address

Allmann Sattler Wappner Architekten
Bothmerstraße 14 
D-80634 München
Fon +49/89.13992510
Fax +49/89.169263
info@allmannsattlerwappner.de

Amandus Sattler

1957 Born in Marktredwitz
– Architectural education at Munich Polytechnic
During his studies:
1982 Foundation of a university community for art
and architecture “Sprengwerk“ in Munich
1985 Diploma at the the Munich Polytechnic
1985 Free-lance activities
1987 Foundation of the architectural practice
Allmann Sattler in Munich
1993 Extension of the practice into Allmann
Sattler Wappner Architekten

Herz-Jesu-Kirche, Munich
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Günther Schaller 

1959 Born in Neuhausen a. d. F. 
1982–1987: Study of architecture, FHT Stuttgart
1988–1991: Study of architecture at the TU
Stuttgart 
1984–1985 Collaboration with LOG-ID, Tübingen 
1986–1988 Architect at Kyncl + Arnold
Architekten, Zürich
1988–1990 Architect at Beyer, Weitbrecht, Wolz
Architekten, Stuttgart
Since 1989 Freelance architect (competitions)
Since 1991 Architect in the office of Behnisch &
Partner
Since 1995 Workshops and conferences
1992–1997 Project partner for the services build-
ing am Bollwerk of the Landesgirokasse Stuttgart
1992–1994 Temporary lecturer at the Universität
Stuttgart
Since 1997 Partner in the office of Behnisch,
Behnisch & Partner, management of the office of
B, B & P together with Stefan Behnisch
Since 1999 Partner in the office of B, B & P, Inc., 
Los Angeles
2000 Lecturer at the Sommerakademie Plauen
2001 Guest professor at the University of Texas,
Austin, Texas

Sports and recreational swimming pool “Grüne Welle“, Leipzig

Behnisch, Behnisch & Partner (D)

The Behnisch office was founded by Günter Behnisch
in 1952 in Stuttgart. Since 1966 Günter Behnisch co-
operates with other architects as Behnisch & Partner.
In more than 50 years numerous buildings were reali-
zed and far more competition designs were completed.
The most renowned buildings are the Olympic Park in
Munich as well as the buildings for the Deutscher
Bundestag in Bonn. In 1989 a second office was ope-
ned. Under the supervision of Stefan Behnisch, since
1997 in cooperation with Günther Schaller, it has deve-
loped into an office with head-quarters in Stuttgart and
Los Angeles that works worldwide. Since 1997 the
practice has been called Behnisch, Behnisch & Partner.
The results of our work derive from the various experi-
ences of all those being involved in a project. In our
work process we question existing ideas and compare
them with new ones. This is the only way to generate
something new. 

Partners

Behnisch, Behnisch & Partner, Prof. Günter Behnisch,
Stefan Behnisch, Günther Schaller

Projects

World Intellectual Property Organisation, Genf
Genzyme Center, Cambridge, MA, USA
Norddeutsche Landesbank, Hannover
Technologiegebäude der Universität Ilmenau,
Museum der Phantasie, Bernried
Schwimmhalle Grünauer Welle, Leipzig-Grünau

Address

Behnisch, Behnisch & Partner
Christophstraße 6
D-70178 Stuttgart
Fon +49/711.607720
Fax +49/711.6077299
buero@behnisch.com
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022 Elmar Schossig/Gatermann + Schossig

The architectural practice Gatermann + Schossig was
founded in 1984 by Dörte Gatermann and Elmar
Schossig in Cologne. In 1993 Dietrich Mengel joined
the partnership and took over the area of building con-
struction. Projects and realization comprise the com-
plete range of architectural themes, with an emphasis
on administration buildings as well as construction for
industry and technology. The office gives special atten-
tion to the development of architecturally demanding
solutions, which include the analysis of the client´s cor-
porate identity, the optimization of production and
administration procedures and simultaneously the
improvement of work-place quality with architectural
and economic considerations and the integration of
intelligent energy concepts.

Managing Partners

Elmar Schossig, Dipl.-Ing. Architekt BDA 
Dörte Gatermann, Dipl.-Ing. Architektin BDA 
Dietrich Mengel, Dipl.-Ing.Architekt, partner since 1993 

Projects

Philipshalle, Düsseldorf
CLI, Düsseldorf
Stadtwerke, Bochum
„Isar Süd“, Munich

Address

Gatermann + Schossig
Architekten BDA
Richartzstraße 10
D-50667 Köln
Fon +49/221.925821-0
Fax +49/221.925821-31
info@Gatermann-Schossig.de
www.Gatermann-Schossig.de

Elmar Schossig

1950 Born in Chemnitz 
1973-80 Study at Braunschweig Polytechnic and
RWTH Aachen, 
Diploma with Prof. Gottfried Böhm
1980–83 Project leader in the practice dt8
Since 1984 self-employed in Cologne with Dörte
Gatermann
Since 1990 author of books, lecturer, organizer of
workshops and member of juries

Gatermann + Schossig (D)

Capricorn, Mönchengladbach
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024 Johann Spengler/Steidle + Partner

Steidle + Partner (D)

The office of Steidle + Partner has existed since 1969.
Its main offices are in Munich with branches in
Simbach am Inn, Peking and Berlin. It mainly focuses
on the planning of residential and office buildings for
universities, colleges and institutes, and is also in-
volved in general urban planning. A main aspect of
their work is the creation of buildings which people 
can actually use, whether these be offices, workshops,
ateliers or gene laboratories. 

Partner

Otto Steidle

Projects
Wohnanlage Genter Straße, München
Dokumenta Urbana, Kassel
Altenwohnheim, Berlin
Gruner und Jahr Verlagshaus, Hamburg
Universität, Ulm
Wackergebäude, München
Medienpark Kampnagel, Hamburg
Michaelisquartier, Hamburg
KPMG-Gebäude, München
Alfred Wegener Institut, Bremerhaven

Address

Steidle + Partner
Genterstraße 12b
D-80805 München
Fon +49/89.3609070
Fax +49/89.3617906
architekten@steidle-partner.de

Johann Spengler

1962 Born in Augsburg
1972–81 Fugger Gymnasium in Augsburg
1981–85 Architectural education at Augsburg
Technical College
1985 Foundation of architectural practice Rohr,
Spengler, Steigleder in Augsburg  
1985–87 Architectural education at Academy of
Fine Arts in Munich 
Since 1988 employed by architectural practice
Steidle & Partner in Munich 
Since 1993 teaching assignment for Design,
Augsburg Technical College
Since 1994 partner of architectural practice
Steidle & Partner in Munich

Residential building, Genter Straße, Munich
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Nicholas Grimshaw & Partners LTD (GB)

Nicholas Grimshaw and Partner was founded in London
in 1980. The office´s work has since then been esta-
blished on the international market. 
NGP won more than 100 architecture and design
awards and gained a special reputation for excellent
design. This success is bases on the underlying princi-
ples of quality, innovation and a continuous develop-
ment of details. The firm´s philosophy comprises the
thought that buildings have to be understood from two
sides: the organizational and the spatial side. Therefore
the flexibility of a building is of decisive importance.
Industrial design within architecture is the search for
possibilities to industrialize the design and construc-
tion procedures. The demand for ever more variety and
personification of consumer products results in the
development of ever more complex procedures. Our
aim is to use this development and to improve the 
quality of the surrounding of buildings with a more
thought-out co-operation. 

Partners

Nicholas Grimshaw
Direktoren David Harriss, Christopher Nash, 
Neven Sidor, Andrew Whalley

Projects

Platform of Waterloo Station, London
Ecological Centre Project, St. Austell, Cornwall
Plant & Science Centre in Missouri

Duncan Jackson

– Engineering education at University College
1985 Graduation
– Cooperation with Nicholas Grimshaw for
Herman Miller
– Presently he is head of the Industrial Design
Department and responsible for coordination of
resources and development of details.

Address

Nicholas Grimshaw & Partners LTD
1 Conway Street
Fitzroy Square
GB-London W1T 6LR
Fon +44/20.72914141
Fax +44/20.72914194
communications@ngrimshaw.co.uk

Ecological Centre Project, St. Austell, Cornwall
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028 Julian Sharpe/TP Bennett Architects

TP Bennett Architects (GB)

TP Bennett is a large architecture and design office
with the reputation of successful planning and realiza-
tion of projects. The practice is renowned for its inno-
vative work, meeting the expectations of the clients. In
our new office in Bankside, located directly in the cul-
tural heart of London, we combine the work of the dif-
ferent tp bennett firms such as e. g.demtp bennett
architectural office, interior design office, urban plan-
ning office and the tp bennett consulting office. The
combination of the various offices allows the offer of a
comprehensive service without the loss of individual
achievements. The firm´s work is based on the experi-
ence gained in various architectural fields, which is
continuously developed further. 

Partners

Partner Frank Taylor 
Director Michael Lowndes  
Direktor Sean Tickle 
Direktor Paul Scott  
Associate TP Bennett Julian Sharpe 

Projects

16th –18th floor, London WC1
Academic House, London NW1
95 Chancery Lane, London WC2
Queensgate House, Bracknell

Address

TP Bennett Architects
One America Street
GB-London SE1 One
Fon +44/20.72082427
Fax +44/20.72082020
JulianS@tpbennett.co.uk

Julian C. Sharpe

1970 Born
1988–1992 Master School of Architecture
1990–1991 Co-operation with Architects Group 
Practice, Manchester
1992–94 Study at Oxford Brookes University
– Dipl. Arch Dipl. Built Resource Studies
1993 Study at University of Geneva
1993 Cooperation with City Urban Design 
Department, Geneva, Switzerland
1998–1994 Project architect with TPBennett
Since 1999 Associate of TPBennett/ Bennett
Interior Design

Bank, GB-London
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de Architekten Cie. (NL)

de Architekten Cie. is an internationally orientated
Dutch architectural practice with a construction and
planning experience of 30 years. Their work focuses on
building design, overall and town planning, social and
urban studies as well as the field of interior design. De
Architekten Cie. is a network organiza-tion, controlled
by four executing architects, the partners and a person
responsible for research and development. The firm´s
professional structure ensures the creative and intellec-
tual co-operation between partners and planners. De
Architekten Cie. belongs to the leading architectural
practices in the Netherlands. It offers an ideal mixture
of innovation, standards and experience.
Simultaneously inde-pendent teams are working
together in order to guarantee a maximum amount of
efficiency and creativity.

Partners

Pi de Bruijn, Frits van Dongen, Branimir Medić,
Pero Pulijz

Projects

Roombeek, Enschede 
Entrepot-West 4, Amsterdam
Two Towers, Almere
Botania, Amsterdam

Address

de Architekten Cie.
Keizersgracht 126
NL-1015 CW Amsterdam
Fon +31/20.5309300
Fax +31/20.5309399
arch@cie.nl

Branimir Medić

1961 Born in Split, Croatia
1987 Graduation of architectural education at
Faculty of Architecture Zagreb University
1992 Master of Architecture at Berlage Institute in
Amsterdam
1992–1993 Employed by architectural practice
Van Berkel en Bos
1993–1997 Employed by architectural practice
Kees Christiaanse Architects & Planners in
Rotterdam
1997–1998 Medic’ + Puljiz in co-operation with 
de Architekten Chie
Since 1999 partner of de Architekten Cie.

Museum of Contemporary Art, CR-Zagreb
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032 Valentin Bearth/Bearth & Deplazes Architekten AG

Bearth & Deplazes Architekten AG (CH)

The office of Steidle + Partner has existed since 1969.
Its main offices are in Munich with branches in
Simbach am Inn, Peking and Berlin. It mainly focuses
on the planning of residential and office buildings for
universities, colleges and institutes, and is also in-
volved in general urban planning. A main aspect of
their work is the creation of buildings which people 
can actually use, whether these be offices, workshops,
ateliers or gene laboratories. 

Partners

Valentin Bearth, Andrea Deplazes, Daniel Ladner

Focus

Public and institutional buildings, housing and commer-
cial buildings, industrial buildings, timber engineering,
conversion and reconstruction, design and consultation
for civil engineering, urban planning and engineering

Projects

BÖKK, insurance headquarters, Landquart
Cable railway Arosa, valley, middle and top end station
of the chairlift, Carmenna
Housing estate at Kantatenweg, Leipzig

Address

Bearth & Deplazes Architekten AG
Salisstrasse 10
CH-7000 Chur
Fon +41/81.3549300
Fax +41/81.3549301
info@bearth-deplazes.ch

Valentin Bearth
1957 Born in Tiefencastel
– Study at Eidgenössische Technische
Hochschule, Zürich
1983 Diploma with Prof. Dolf Schnebli
1984–88 Employed by Atelier Peter Zumthor in
Haldenstein
– Since 1988 self-employed, joint office with
Andrea Deplazes
1988-89 Teaching post at Technikum HTL Chur
Since 1996 member of the Swiss Architect
Association
Since 1996 Federal expert for the conservation of
buildings 
1997–01 Member of the Swiss Commission for
the conservation of buildings 
Since 1999 member of the Zug Townscape
Commission
Since 2000 visiting Professor Accademia di
Architettura, Mendrisio

Station of the Carmenna chairlift, CH-Arosa
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riken yamamoto & beda faessler architects (CH)

In 1997 the firm Firma Riken Yamamoto & Beda
Faessler, Architects GmbH was founded in Zug and
included in the sia  Register. The architecture is com-
mitted to a functional approach, simultaneously trying
to take on social, society-related and design responsi-
bilities besides pure functional aspects. 
The aim is to overcome a strong structural intro-version
and isolation and the integration of the architecture
into the surrounding public space and social network of
everyday life. In recent years the existing experience in
progressive housing con-struction could be added to
with the realization of universities, schools and cultural
institutions. Their architectural expression is character-
ized by an innovative use of steel and fabric as well as
the use of transparent roof structures and movable
building components. Total data digitalization as well
as regular personal meetings form the basis of the co-
operation between Beda Faessler in Switzerland and
Riken Yamamoto in Japan. 

Partners

Riken Yamamoto
Beda Faessler

Projects

Contribution Mont of Art`s together with Riken
Yamamoto for Brussels
Project Zoorashia in Yokohama Zoo, Japan      
Contribution concon with Mischa Kuball

Beda Faessler
1962 Born in Zug, Switzerland
– Education in Zug 
– Architectural education at ETH Zürich
– Diploma in 1989 
– Extended educational trip to Japan
– Employed by in architectural atelier ESTEC in
Tokyo 
– Project leader at Riken Yamamoto & Field Shop,
Yokohama
– After eight intensive years in Japan the decision
was made to return to Switzerland and jointly
build up an architectural practice 
1997 Foundation of the firm Riken Yamamoto &
Beda Faessler, architects, gmbh in Zug

Address

riken yamamoto & beda faessler architects 
Zugerbergstrasse 43
CH-6300 Zug
Fon +41/41.7122539
Fax +41/41.7122539
e-mail: architects@ya-fa.ch
http://www.ya-fa.ch3

Yamamoto Mental Clinic, JP-Okayama
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François Fasnacht Architekten (CH)

The basis of our architecture is the combination of func-
tional, constructive, social and ecological requirements
in a clear concept. In this process, the human being as
user is the centre of attention. The complexity and
variety of a building task is structured, reduced to its
essentials and transferred into individual solutions. Aim
and result are rooms with a calm, timeless  atmosphe-
re, where materials and colours unfold their power in
the interplay with volume and light. 

Projects

WWB Area, Bürgerspital, Basle
Raiffeisenbank, Liestal
Thommen Home, Münchenstein

Address

François Fasnacht Architekten
Spalenvorstadt 8, PF
CH-4003 Basel
Fon +41/ 61.2649292 
Fax +41/ 61.2649299
f.fasnacht@fasnacht-architekten.ch

François Fasnacht

1957 Born in Zürich, Switzerland
1980–86 Architectural education at ETH Zürich
1986 Diploma with Prof. D. Schnebli
Assistant at the Construction Department
1987–88 Work for DeMartini Design in Brooklyn
NY USA
1986–90 Assistant at Construction Department
ETH Zürich with Prof. R. Schaal 
Since 1988 Architectural office in Basle,
Switzerland
1989–1995 Cooperation with Rolf Furrer in Basle
1996 Membership to BSA

Place to land for rescue helicopters, Kantonsspital Basel (CH)
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038 Alfred Berger/Berger + Parkkinen Architekten

Berger + Parkkinen Architekten (A)

Berger + Parkkinen architects cultivate a kind of archi-
tectural contextualism that utilizes modern architec-
tural elements playfully and pragmatically in order to
make the specific essence of a location into an event.
But it is not so much the singular event which occupies
the foreground as a kind of urban repair, which looks
for new urban connections and tries to wrest open
development concepts and spatial polyphony from the
ever-present economically determined ratio.

Partners

Mag.Arch. Alfred Berger 
Mag.Arch. Tiina Parkkinen

Focus

Architecture + urban planning + landscape planning
Interior design + design emphasis: urban planning,
public buildings (culture, sport, transport), office and
administration buildings, residential buildings, office
interiors, exhibition architecture, design

Projects

Nokia Austria – head office building, Vienna
“A Baroque Party“ – exhibition design, Kunsthalle
Vienna
Donna Gil, am Graben/Vienna, 1st prize
House Johansson, Båstad / Sweden
“NORDEN“ Kunsthalle Vienna

Address 

Berger + Parkkinen Architekten
Neubaugasse 40/5
A-1070 Wien
Fon +43/1.5814935-0
Fax +43/1.5814935-14 
Info@berger-parkkinen.com

Alfred Berger

1961 Born in Salzburg
– Architectural education at Polytechnic  and
Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna
– Master education with Professor Timo Penttilä –
Master education award of the Academy 
in 1987
1989 Diploma, Magister architecturae.
1989 Partnership with Werner Krismer 
1994 Teaching at Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna 
1995 Foundation of the architectural practice
Berger + Parkkinen Architekten with Tiina
Parkkinen, headquarters in Vienna and Helsinki

Nordische Botschaften, D-Berlin
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040 Florian Riegler/Riegler Riewe Architekten

Riegler Riewe Architekten (A)

Riegler Riewe stand for realism, not for pragmatism or
idealism. Their realism is not affirmative but critical
and subversive. Their rejection of pictorial effect and
the spectacular is not so much pedagogically meant as
laconically, and is compensated by considerable addi-
tional benefits in terms of use values. Their low-tech
and low-form approach is not romantic attitude but an
everyday simplification of the components in the game
in order to safeguard and extend freedom for individu-
ality – added-value freedom – under the restrictive
conditions of standardized building. Riegler Riewe laid
the foundations of their present-day position as early
as the middle of the nineteen-eighties. They did so as a
reaction to the success of the “Graz school“ at the time
and its goals of creating virtuoso designs for building
shells. It was also a reaction to the formal participation
of the users in the design of residential dwellings, an
approach also advocated in Graz. As a counter-reaction,
Riegler Riewe promoted a view, whereby the building
shell was to be regarded as a spatial system to be
used  instead of a series of shapes and the expression
of an idea: “The third skin is networked within an over-
all structure.“ This distancing away from object and
design and the parallel movement towards the structu-
ral led to their present understanding of architecture:
buildings as spatial transitions, polyvalent networks,
robust structures for user access, and both defined and
open at the same time.                            Otto Kapfinger

Partners

Arch. Dipl.-Ing Florian Riegler
Prof. Arch. Dipl.-Ing. Roger Riewe

Projects

Main train station, Innsbruck
Literature house, Graz
New Gallery, Graz

Florian Riegler

1954 Born in Mönichwald/Austria 
– Architectural education at Polytechnic in Graz
1987 Foundation of “Architekturbüro Riegler
Riewe“ in Graz
1996 Foundation of "Riegler Riewe Architekten ZT-
GesmbH" in Graz
1991–1997 Member of the board of “Österreichi-
sche Gesellschaft für Architektur“
1994 Berlage Institute, NL-Amsterdam
1995 RWTH Aachen, Germany 
1996 Visiting professor Prague Polytechnic
1996 IAAS, Barcelona, Spain
1997 IAAS, Basle, Switzerland 
2001–2002 Visiting lecturer ETH Zürich,
Switzerland

Address

Riegler Riewe Architekten
Griesgasse 10
A-8020 Graz
Fon +43/316.723253
Fax +43/316.7232534
office@rieglerriewe.co.at

Bundesinstitut für Sozialpädagogik, A-Baden





042 Christian P. Arcay-Leliever/SOM

SOM Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLP (USA)

The office SOM already exists since 1936, is one of the
most renowned international architectural firms  and
has realized more than 10,000 objects. The field of ope-
ration is manifold and covers everything from town
planning and architecture to interior design. The aim of
the office is the achievement of high-quality solutions
for clients and communities and to precisely corre-
spond to location and task. This is achieved with the
office´s philosophy of working in inter-disciplinary
teams and the development of a forward looking and
new approach of design, technology and management.
The office has gained its fame since the 1950s with
corporation buildings such as the New York Lever
House or the Chase Manhattan Bank, which continue
the project of Modernism and especially the work of
Mies van der Rohe. From the beginning, SOM was co-
founder in the development of commercial projects,
defining the urban planning trends in the USA. as well
as worldwide. They run four offices in the USA., in
New York, San Francisco, Washington DC and Chicago
as well as further practices in London and Hong Kong.

Projects 

Sears Tower, Chicago
Industrial and Commercial Bank of China, in Beijing
US Office for Development Aid in Cairo
Airports in Tel Aviv and Singapore

Address

SOM Skidmore, Owings and Merrill LLP
14 Wall Street
25th Floor
USA-New York, NY 10005
Fon +1/212.298-9300
Fax +1/212.298-9500
www.som.com

Christian P. Arkay-Leliever

1993 Design degree, Ontario College of Art and
Design
1995 Master of Industrial Design, Pratt Institute
Since 2001 with SOM Skidmore, Owings and
Merrill LLP as Director of Product Design &
Development
– Professor at Pratt Institute
– Member of the Industrial Designers Society of
America 

Pennsylvania Station Redevelopment Project, USA-New York





044 Winka Dubbeldam/Archi-Tectonics

Archi-Tectonics (USA)

Winka Dubbeldam is aware that architecture must
maintain the technological and conceptional connec-
tions to the far-reaching systems of the digital and 
physical worlds, in order to keep pace in the decades
ahead. Dubbeldam´s thought, that today´s architects
carry the complete past as a kind of professional DNS
whilst searching for modern sources of architectural
inventiveness, is however far more detailed: “The term
of time and space has been studied in natural science
for many years. Architecture has begun to adapt to 
these comparing methods. Philosophy and Micro-phys-
ics have gained importance in architecture, because
they offer new ways for the development of the “pro-
bable possibility“ to find architectural solutions for the
problems caused by new occupants, new economies
and the restriction of new sites regarding time.“

Projects

New Museum for the Eniac, Philadelphia
BitForms, digital gallery in Chelsea NY
Gipsy Trail, domicile and guest houses, NY
Greenwich Street Building

Address

Archi-Tectonics
111 Mercer Street 2nd Floor
USA – New York, 10012 
Fon +1/212.2260303
Fax +1/212.2193106
winka@archi-tectonics.com

Winka Dubbeldam

1983–1990 Architectural education at Academy of
Architecture, Rotterdam
1991–1992 Master of Science in modern architec-
tural design at Columbia University, New York
1984–1990 Project architect with BOA Architects
in Rotterdam
1990 Architect with Steven Holl Architects, NY
1991 Architect with Bernard Tschumi Architects,
NY
1992–1994 Project architect with Eisenman
Architects, NY
Since 1994 Head of Archi-Tectonics, NY
Since 1995 Professor at Pennsylvania University,
School of Architecture
Since 1997 Assistant Professor at Columbia
University, NY

Maashaven Towers, NL-Rotterdam





046 Wayne Turett/Turett Collaborative Architects

Turett Collaborative Architects TCA (USA)

TCA is a multi-disciplinary office founded in 1984 by
Wayne Turett. Meanwhile the office is renowned for its
creative design, which is based on the innovative use
of natural and industrial materials. The work comprises
the areas of architectural design, interior design, indu-
strial as well as furniture design. This results in a mani-
fold  sphere of activities, offering commercial building
construction projects as well as housing, retail and
restaurant projects. The firm´s name already indicates,
that TCA incorporates the views and ideas of the cli-
ents in the development and planning of each project. 

Partner

Wayne Turett

Projects

Kevorkian Library, New York University
Toronto Airport Restaurants, Canada
Townhouse, New York
Star Cinema Apartments, New York
Island Def Jam Offices, New York
IKEA Lighting Project
Telemedia Accelerator, New York

Address 

Wayne Turett
Turett Collaborative Architects
86 Franklin Street
USA-New York, 10013
Fon +1/212.9651244
Fax +1/212.9651246
wturett@turettarch.com

Wayne Turett 

– Architectural education at the University of
Illinois and at the Pratt Institute
– Member of NCARB
– Design critic at the City Collage in New York, at
the New Jersey Institute for Technology and at
the Pratt Institute
– Teaching at Fashion Institute of Technology

The Montana Residence, USA-New York
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049Jens Bothe/BRT Architekten Bothe Richter Teherani

The Smart Water Project
Jens Bothe from the office of Bothe Richter Teherani
adopted a new conceptual approach to the relationship
between people and water. Using sketches, he explored
the possibilities of broadening the way people deal with
water by adding the dimension of “interaction“.



050 Jens Bothe/BRT Architekten Bothe Richter Teherani

The starting point of his conception was the relationship between water as the most essential
component of our environment, on the one hand, and our bodies and ourselves, on the other. 

The idea occurred to him of extending our attitude to water beyond our familiar sensory experien-
ce by introducing a series of new “channels“ to enhance the relationship- the interface - between peo-
ple and water. The result could be a sensual impression of the interaction between people and water
which would entail new unfamiliar experiences and also change the way we handle the element. In order
to make this possible, water is be endowed with the following characteristics: it should provide feedb-
ack, recognize needs, learn from experience, expand the senses and also be sparing with its resources.
The programmatic title is the “Smart Water Project“. The sketches only show examples of the way in
which some of these features could be implemented – for instance by controlling water temperature and
flow behavior on the basis of an intelligent “reading“ of the user's movements. In this example, the new-
ly created possibilities are finally combined to produce a spiral-shaped “shower waterfall“. The interme-
diate stages, however, should also be regarded as independent concepts.

The Smart Water Project
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The spiral-shaped “shower waterfall“ is intended to be a
medium for the interaction between people and water.
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055Jochem Jourdan/Jourdan & Müller PAS

The magic glove
Jochem Jourdan – together with Wayne Turrett, Duncan
Jackson and Julian Sharpe – is one of the fathers of the
spectacular “Magic Glove“, a wash glove that combines
massage and cleaning with minimum consumption of
water. 



056 Jochem Jourdan/Jourdan & Müller PAS

Only a few places on earth are as suitable as Havana for a workshop on architecture and water.
The precise line of the Malecon shows a wonderful transition between the two elements, which is deter-
mined by the architecture of the city's edge. Havana is a sad and melancholic but simultaneously cheer-
ful and happy looking city – thanks to its inhabitants.

We worked together in a group: Wayne Turrett, New York; Duncan Jackson, London; Julian Sharpe,
London and me, Jochem Jourdan from Frankfurt am Main. During three-days of architectural reflection in
the form of a dialog, our ideas overlapped each other, resulting in such wonderful suggestions as the “Magic
Glove“, a washing glove that combines massage and cleaning with minimum consumption of water. The
sustainability of water as a resource was one of the points on which our talks were concentrated. The
“Mist Shower“, which places the body in a mist of water, and the “Vertical Shower“ are examples of this.
One important goal was to link water and the environment as an experiential space but also as an area
of climatic compensation. In the sketches, the shared working process and also the individual ideas are
shown. The proposal of a garden water house that makes it possible to experience water in its various
physical states by means of light and movement transcends the object character of the individual sugge-
stions.

The magic glove
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The “Magic Glove“ is a washing glove that combines mas-
sage and cleaning with minimum water consumption.
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061Gernot Nalbach/Nalbach + Nalbach Architekten

Siboney Beach
Professor Gernot Nalbach sees the potential for endow-
ing the bathroom with new life not in the development of
new product families but in a return to the original per-
ception of water.  



062 Gernot Nalbach/Nalbach + Nalbach Architekten

The idea of the “Architecture and Water“ project in Havana is based on the locally acquired reali-
zation that, at the moment, the continual development of new product families is not needed in the sani-
tary area of bathroom design. It would be much more useful to achieve an effect that liberates our origi-
nal perceptions associated with water: in other words, not an intermediate medium in the form of sani-
tary fittings but the attempt to make the elements something that can be experienced in a direct fashion.
The collage with the children of  Le Playa on Siboney Beach in Havana is a metaphor for the intention of
the design: to enable the remembrance of memory, instead of preventing it. 

Siboney Beach
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Photos of the beautiful stone sculptures of Venus and
David inspired Professor Gernot Nalbach to create playful
collages with the pages of the Cuban daily newspaper 
“La Juventud Cubana“.



064 Gernot Nalbach/Nalbach + Nalbach Architekten

Gernot Nalbach observed how water was originally per-
ceived by looking at the children of Le Playa on Siboney
Beach in Havana. Their photo served as a basis for a
series of collages that show rooms reminiscent of this
child-like experience.
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067Jórunn Ragnarsdóttir/Lederer Ragnarsdóttir Oei

Shared enjoyment of water
Jórunn Ragnarsdóttir from the architect's office, Lederer
Ragnarsdóttir Oei, feels there is a great deal of potential
in developing the act of taking a bath in the direction of 
a new culture, whereby community and sharing water
would be brought back into our everyday lives as an
enriching element of our existence.



068 Jórunn Ragnarsdóttir/Lederer Ragnarsdóttir Oei

Right into the nineteen-sixties, “Rooms with running water“ used to be the message on signs adver-
tising an especially well-equipped and high-class apartment. Later, this message no longer worked and,
accordingly, even more had to be promised. The result was that “Running hot and cold water“ became
the standard. 

Today, even the simplest hotels have a whirlpool to attract guests. Whether the water is warm or
cold is irrelevant: what is important is whether it has “golden single-lever mixers, a classical shape“ or,
as noted in the brochure, is „in the Bauhaus style“. There is no longer any need to mention water as it is
something whose availability is assumed as a matter of course. The hardness level of the water, or event
its purity, can vary, of course, but these are negligible matters. The west has discovered the faucet as a
cult object. Do people talk about how good the water was when they come home from a friend's house?
No. They say, “Did you see those fantastic faucet fittings?“

But what would happen if those “fantastic faucet fittings“ no longer released water? Not a drop.
In spite of adding air as an economy measure, in spite of automatic opening and closing with the help of
non-contact valves? Appreciation is the sister of lack. Perhaps the absence of a consumer society, for exam-
ple during a visit to the Cuban capital, could open one's eyes to the simple but primary things in life. Children

Shared enjoyment of water
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disappearing with laughter down the drains and then cheerfully reappearing out of the catacombs of the
drainage tunnels are sights which doom any attempt to dream up attractive and even more sophisticated
faucets. And yet, even here, water leads to social association, to a shared experience which 

helps the poor community of children to a wealth that we voluntary do without.
Perhaps, the question as to cold or warm is not the real problem. Perhaps, this could be dealt with

by using simple-to-apply skin lotions which create a different sense of temperature, just like sun scree-
ning agents do. No, energy saving would not be the real problem. More the question as to how respect
for nature could be increased, because, then, the energy problem would solve itself.

The lesson to be learned from Havana's children is that the shared enjoyment of water creates
social ties. The golden faucet in a hotel represents the opposite. After all, people who make their way to
the swimming baths every morning appreciate the advantages of taking a shower with other people. In
today's bathroom, the only social exchange is with one's own face in the mirror, covered with shaving cre-
am. In Iceland, important people and those who want to be considered important meet in a hot pool befo-
re going to the office. Here, early in the morning, they exchange political, cultural and economic informa-
tion. 

Basically, it is no longer possible to make any decisive improvements to the faucet. But it could be
worthwhile pointing the bathroom in the direction of a new culture, in which being together and sharing
water would once again be a valuable and enriching element of everyday life.
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Appreciation is the sister of lack. Above all, the lack of
running water in Havana is made apparent to the city's
visitors, frequently and dramatically.
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073Winka Dubbeldam/Archi-Tectonics und Amandus Sattler/Allmann Sattler Wappner Architekten

SpeedWash, the new culture of bathing
Working together, Winka Dubbeldam and Amandus
Sattler made a short film which took the concepts “fast“
and “slow“, “dry“ and “wet“ as its theme. On the basis
of this film document of their brainstorming session, they
then designed the “Speed Wash“ shower.  



074 Winka Dubbeldam/Archi-Tectonics und Amandus Sattler/Allmann Sattler Wappner Architekten

The culture in Havanna can be described as a culture which is focused on efficiency (save water
usage, money), units (faucet is replaced by a person pouring a cup of water on ones hands), and a diffe-
rent understanding of speed and slowness. ... This urban culture, which was documented in a short film,
was the source of inspiration for development of the SpeedWash concept.

Nomadic living – The concept is here that the futuristic house, or apartment, will be divided in
zones; fast and slow zones. To take a bath will be a meditative action and a slow space; to have a sho-
wer will be a short, intense action, and therefore a fast zone, the SpeedWash.

The SpeedWash consists of a set of wall, floor and ceiling units developed for ultra comfort, water
recycling and efficiency. The floor units have a vibrating rubber profiles for foot massage, the walls pro-
vide hot air and ambient sound and the ceiling unit itself is a shower unit with a pull for extra fast and
strong water jets. This can be enjoyed by one or by a whole group of people ...

SpeedWash, the new culture of bathing
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This rendering shows the three elements of Speed Wash:
the floor with its vibrating rubber profile, the wall out of
which hot air and pleasant sounds emerge, and the ceiling
with recessed nozzles, out of which the water sprays, con-
trolled by a pull cord. 
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079Günther Schaller/Behnisch, Behnisch & Partner

Freedom for the bathroom!
Does a bathroom really have to look like a bathroom?
Günther Schaller (Behnisch, Behnisch & Partner) argues
in favor of greater live-in quality and a transcendence of
the purely functional.



080 Günther Schaller/Behnisch, Behnisch & Partner

The problem with the bathroom is its restriction to particular functions. In this day and age, a clear
assignment of individual functions to specific rooms appears to be somewhat outdated. A bathroom can
also be a living room in which you can take a bath; it can even be a garden. It is not only the function that
should determine the atmosphere of a room, it should  also possess discernible live-in qualities and be
an equally enfranchised part of a whole. If one considers the development of the kitchen from a purely
functional room for cooking into a space that is frequently at the center of home life and living, it beco-
mes apparent that most bathrooms are still undergoing a highly isolated existence. Admittedly, taking a
bath – in comparison to cooking – is more of a private, even intimate affair, and, seen in this way, is not
equally suited for similar development. And yet, an attempt could be made to change its image, for exam-
ple by supplementing the pure bathing function and endowing the room with a superordinate live-in qua-
lity. First of all, this means creating a place in which it is pleasant to spend time and which performs the
necessary functions as well. A start could perhaps be made by changing the position of the bathroom and
its relationship to other rooms inside the home by moving it outside, by altering its size and by changing
the overall mood. Does a bathroom really have to look like a bathroom? This is only one question; there
are many other matters which should be closely examined as well.

Freedom for the bathroom!
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On the way to our dreamed-of bathing paradise under 
trees, the first thing to do is to question a lot of things we
have gradually become used to, especially whether the
bathroom really has to look like a bathroom.
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It would be almost idyllic to take bath under a tree in the
garden, or – as an all-year-round alternative in a central
European climate – in a wintergarden used as a bathroom.
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As an integral component of a superordinate living concept,
the bathroom will no longer eke out a neglected existence
reduced solely to its functions.  

The bathroom has the potential to become the functional,
spatial and energy center of the home as microcosm.
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085Elmar Schossig/Gatermann & Schossig

Touch panel replaces faucets
Elmar Schossig (Gatermann & Schossig) aimed at a mini-
malist design using glass as the only material. The basis
for this design is a touch panel that is integrated in the
components and replaces the conventional faucet.
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In recent decades, the formal world of our bathrooms and sanitary areas was greatly determined
by three components: tiles, porcelain and metal fittings. The variety of shapes used for sanitary objects
is great although it has always remained very similar. The range of tile products is also enormous and yet
the images repeat themselves constantly. In the case of bathroom fittings and fixtures, everything appears
to revolve in a circle somehow. The design  in itself seems to be totally exhausted and only rarely are 
there any real technical innovations. 

The idea pursued within the framework of the workshop goes in a completely different direction.
The familiar is thrown overboard in favor of a completely new appearance both for the bathroom and the
familiar WC. The formal design goal is a minimalist design based on only one material, namely glass,
without conventional faucet fittings. The fundamental component of this new design is a touch panel that
partly replaces the faucet and is integrated in the components. With the help of this touch panel, the water
temperature and flow rate can be controlled as required. Moreover, the water flows out in two directions.

Formal reduction, technical discretion and varied design of the new materials are the determining
elements of this concept.

Touch panel replaces faucets
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It is important to save water and energy – for example, by
using solar heat in residential buildings. A different, origi-
nal way of using solar energy is the solar shower: a plastic
bag filled with water is exposed to the sun on the roof of a
car and thus provides for a hot shower on the road.



088 Elmar Schossig/Gatermann & Schossig

The touch panel over the wash basin can be integrated in a
modular component that is simultaneously responsible for
light and other functions. It is placed in front of the wall and
is therefore simultaneously a surface for placing things on. 

In the shower, whose walls are made of sandwich ele-
ments – thin, special concrete with a glass finish –, there
are only shower nozzles in the wall and the ceiling. 
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The sanitary objects as well – here a urinal – have been
modified: the classical ceramic element is replaced by
new elements based on glass.  
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091Johann Spengler/Steidle + Partner

The special thing about fresh water
The “Rain Shower“ is a component of the concept de-
veloped by Johann Spengler (Steidle + Partner). It uses
water in large, translucent vessels which function as
energy carriers and colorfully illuminated interior-design
objects. 
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When bathrooms are used in buildings, a great deal of energy is wasted. An attempt should 
therefore be made to exploit the energy-saving potential that exists by reusing the heating energy con-
sumed by the shower or bathwater. The warm shower water or bathwater can be filtered, stored inter-
mediately in suitable containers which emit heat and, once it has cooled down, reused for flushing the
toilet. In this design, the heat-emitting water containers are translucent so that, when floating objects 
are added and illuminated by colored lights, the interior walls change color. This principle of surfaces 
whose color can be changed by means of light and water would also be conceivable for the outer 
facade. The water in the facade could be heated by sunshine and reused, whereas cool groundwater over
the facade could be routed to reduce the temperature inside the building. Many people have good 
memories of taking a shower with a simple black plastic bag, in which water is heated by the sun. An
important aspect of this is that the water flows out almost without pressure, just like a fresh downpour
of rain. The proposed “Rain Shower“ is intended to convey exactly this impression. The warm water 
flows out of a container full of holes just as if it were raining. 

The special thing about fresh water
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Translucent water containers are intended to be used for
cooling and heating the building and, when suitably illumi-
nated, are also a colorful eye-catcher indoors or on the
facade.  
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The water flows out of the “Rain Shower“ without pres-
sure, just like a rain shower in summer. In order to show
the user what is special about the everyday experience of
fresh water, the fittings are intentionally large and solid,
even bulky.  
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097Duncan Jackson/Nicholas Grimshaw & Partners LTD

Horizontal Shower
The “Horizontal Shower“ developed by Duncan Jackson
(Nicholas Grimshaw & Partners LTD) allows you to show-
er lying down. His „Deck Chiller“ ensures a pleasantly
cool temperature in the outside rooms – and “Mist Show-
er“ enables you to take a steam bath in the mist cabin.
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The Mist Shower concept is based again on the idea of economic use of water. A cubical of mist
created from fine sprays with temperature control to create the environment of Steam to Chill Room. Rinsing
can be done with a more traditional shower head. The innovation here is that we already have steam
rooms but by using mist instead we have the opportunity to have the wet environment hot or cold with-
out the need of very hot steam generator.

The Deck Chiller is not a new idea. In Houston out door restaurants have misters to cool the air.   If
we take this one step further perhaps this kind of cooling system using the specific heat of vapourisation
could provide a more energy efficient alternative to traditional air-conditioning. “Air-conditioning with the
window open“. The traditional Moorish Architecture with courtyards and fountains used water to cool
buildings. The only downside is that the outside use of this idea is intrinsically wasteful of water.

The Horizontal Shower concept is intended to allow you to have long powerful full body showers
while lying or sitting above the water surface. The system re-cycles the water form the bath so that water
usage is minimal. The emphisis for this product is longevity of the experience while relaxing. The flow of
water can be adjusted to give the effect of light rain to tropical down pour. The support board is also a
benefit to the elderly or infirm who can also enjoy an extended shower with some security.

Horizontal Shower
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Artificial clouds can be used for cooling in the outside
area (Deck Chiller) – or the atmosphere of steam or cool-
ing rooms can be reproduced in a “Mist Shower“ in the
form of a mist cabin.
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The Horizontal Shower collects the used water and returns
it to the shower-water circuit. This saves water. It is also
possible to shower lying down; for many fragile or disa-
bled people, the only way to relax and enjoy a shower at all.
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The surface for lying on consists of rubber-sheathed 
aluminum and can be used for a massage provided by 
integrated water conduits. 
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103Julian Sharpe/TP Bennett Architects

Magic wand
For the bathroom, Julian Sharpe from the British archi-
tect's office, TP Bennett Architects, envisaged a water-
emitting magic wand made of stainless steel in a mini-
malist design and fitted to the bathtub.
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Hansgrohe make beautiful things, people like them, they denote wealth and luxury. There will always
be a demand for these beautiful objects. But if you don't want these metal objects on your bathroom walls
you've got no choice. You have to have visible diverter valves, flow controls, heat controls etc. 

We want the facility to create truly minimal environments. What about a wand of water? A slick,
stylish, stripped-back stainless steel wand that delivers water? You can place it vertically. You can place
it horizontally. You can place it with any type of bath tub.

It's just that. A wand of water. No visible mixer or diverter valve. Heat and flow are controlled on
the wand.

Magic wand
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109Branimir Medić/de Architekten Cie.

Plaster bottle as water dispenser 
The standardized PET bottle is used all over the world
whereas, in many places, running water is a scarcity.
Starting from these two facts, Branimir Medić designed
a simply constructed, cheap-to-produce PET bottle 
holder with a valve that can be mounted on the wall 
as a water dispenser.
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More and more people stopped drinking tap water, opting more frequently for bottled water. There
are some interesting aspects to this particular development. Firstly, it is a manifestation of health and
body consciousness, and secondly – as important as the first – of a respect for nature. Previously free,
accessible to everyone and endlessly leaking from the wall, water has become a matter of great value
and respect. The bottle as an instrument has introduced discipline and established a restriction as the
new standard. Sources are not inexhaustible. The bottle is a limitation, and limitation is an instrument of
moral exercise. The bottle is a way of teaching discipline and strategy to introduce appropriate behaviour.
In the extreme, an exercise to survive. Limitation raises awareness of the value. 

In Havana, the inavailability of materials necessitates improvisation. Wandering around, you can
see a Russian Lada converted into a six-door limousine or a beautiful lamp shade made from two plastic
fruit bowls. Cubans have the ability to convert an Eastern European car into a 5th-avenue icon, a super-
market object into art. 

Generations of westerners raised in a shopping culture are not able to see the potential of re-using
and transforming existing material. Once the battery is empty, the shopping victim simply buys a new
watch. Shopping robs people of their creativity.

Plaster bottle as water dispenser 
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Limited access makes people think. Creativity is the only way out, forces humans to move on, to
transform poverty into good fortune. 

Be it in New Delhi, Havana or Tokyo, people everywhere are holding plastic bottles. The pack-
aging industry has developed the technology to produce synthetic bottles at hardly any cost, using a min-
imum of material. As a result of mass production, plastic bottles have become ubiquitous. The plastic bot-
tle is a global product, it is the same everywhere, from Third World countries to industrialised western
societies. Although the same, this object is perceived differently: it can either be seen as a building (recy-
cling) material or simply as waste material. 

On a trip to the bathroom after a few Cuba libres, an old lady may help you wash your hands pour-
ing water from a plastic bottle cut into half.

Cuba, as many other poor countries, suffers from a lack of infrastructure. In Havana, this mainly
pertains to running water. Water is mostly transported physically to Cuban homes in all kinds of contain-
ers.

The Habana 2 project combines global market products with local inventive capacity and entails
the re-use of material. With a slightly modified bottle top and a self-made or “Hansgroge“ bottle carrier,
you can make a great contribution to the ecology, infrastructure and education. All the material together
costs less than 1 dollar.
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Branimir Medić had a brilliantly simple idea
as to how the frequent lack of running water
in Havana – and also in many other poor coun-
tries in the world – could be overcome: with a
plastic bottle which is screwed onto a simple
base and used as a handy water reservoir.
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115Valentin Bearth/Bearth + Deplazes Architekten AG

„The Havana bathroom ...
... or the liberation of the bathroom from the wall“ is the
title given by Valentin Bearth to the ideas he sketched
out in Cuba. What he sees is a brightly lit, generously
proportioned room. The bathing vessels are unattached
and mobile, the atmosphere is relaxed and, at the same
time, full of the joy of living.
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The experience in Havana – where there is no water-supply pipeline system and therefore the water
has to be brought in locally by road tankers and pumped into tanks – refocused attention on the original
meaning of the bathtub, the shower and the wash basin as vessels. An essential feature of vessels is that
they are not tied to a particular location, i. e. they are mobile. This observation, the development of the
“bathing vessel" already initiated by Hansgrohe, and the product range of Philipp Starck lead to the view
that complete liberation of the bathroom from the wall is something well worth advocating. (The idea of
the bathroom as a thermal bath in a (preferably) sculpturally conceived architecture also has its validity,
of course, in the appropriate context.)  

In future, apartments will be conceived as lofts. A water supply and removal concept for all parts
of the apartment will enable the bathtub, the shower and the wash basin to be placed wherever the occu-
pant wishes. The individual items are like furniture, light and easy to mount. Everyone equips and fits out
their own place of personal hygiene. The Havana bathroom is light-filled, spacious and sensuous. It is a
place for relaxation, cleansing and peace. Time stands still. It conveys an atmosphere of calmness and
the joy of living. Who knows, perhaps people will sleep in it? Taking a bath is fun and is conceived for
purposes of enjoyment and pleasure.

The Havana bathroom or the liberation of the
bathroom from the wall
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The Havana bathroom is intended to be  a place for relaxa-
tion, cleansing and peace – light-filled, spacious and sen-
suous.
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121Beda Faessler/riken yamamoto & beda faessler architects

How far do you go?
Anyone who uses the bathroom locks the door when
inside. Is this necessary? Beda Faessler's idea is to
make taking a bath or shower a more central feature of
living. He therefore designed a mobile, experimental
devices that dissociates itself from the usual patterns of
today's bathrooms.
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The diagram on page 124 shows the whole play field of the bath from the sheltered closed toilet
cave opening up as far as the bath seen as a pond in ideal landscape. Another important  aspect is the
cultural ethical influence. There is a preference to keep the places of cleaning and bathing very intimate
in contrast to societies which are very public and open in these aspects of life. Every human being is some-
where conditioned to a position in this diagram by his or her and social and cultural background. 

How could a hypothetical apartment react? This apartment here is understood as consisting of a
closed sheltered area and an open collective space, no traditional room naming here. Can bathing be-
come a more collective and communicative aspect of our lifestyle as it was in older cultures and still is
in others? 

A device is proposed incorporating the raised question: “How far do you go?“.
It gives the chance of choosing, adapting and testing the new potential role of the bath by the indi-

vidual user, no dogmas here ... As bathing pattern the Japanese one with washing the body before sit-
ting in the bath tube is chosen as it clearly separates cleaning from bathing. The device therefore can con-
sist of basically simply two pools, one for cleaning and the other for bathing. Closed it is only a large box
about 90 cm in Height, opened up it defines it`s own bathing space but allows for visual exchange.

How far do you go?
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The bathroom designed by Beda Faessler, with shower,
bathtub and wash basin, can be folded together to make a
box 90 centimeters high. Depending on the user's need for
privacy, it can placed in the middle of or outside a room.
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127François Fasnacht/François Fasnacht Architekten

Calidarium
François Fasnacht looked for a place where the joy of
bathing, lost since Roman times, could be brought back
to life. He designed a modern calidarium, a mobile room
with various facilities for what he refers to as “fun,
games and sensations“.
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The intention is to bring back fun, games and sensations to our dealings with water, needs which
are part of our everyday life. Consider the bath culture of the Romans – where the whole population took
sensuous pleasure in their daily hot bath, for example in the calidarium. Seen from their point of view, our
contact with water today is a very sad affair. Contact with water not only releases energy, it also promo-
tes the sheer joy of living. A place that can be intentionally sought out, where profound feelings are evo-
ked such as the feeling of being “born again“, “fresh“ and “young“, should be looked for or created. It
should be a place for sensuousness, beauty, well-being, healing, meditation, togetherness, regenera-tion,
recovery, relaxation, reflection and even for games and for fun. What is needed is an alternative or a sup-
plement to leisure-time activities, a place which can be visited alone, as a couple or with friends. How
long people stay, for a short time or a long time, would depend on how they feel at any particular moment
and would be according to the particular activity engaged in. The forms of bathing enjoyment familiar up
to the present day would be integrated in the new location, take on a new form and renew our pleasure
in contact with water.

In the case being considered, water contact takes place in the “calidarium“, an igloo-shaped room.
The interior climate is generated artificially – from cold and dry air to hot and damp air – matched to the

Calidarium
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particular use – for example yoga exercises, taking a steam bath or having a chat with friends. Fine noz-
zles can spray out mist or even torrents of rain; fans can be used to regulate the air flow, even simulating
a hurricane-like storm if desired.

For each respective activity, a suitable decor can be created and the room thus transformed into
an imaginary world of illusion. The shell of the calidarium is composed of cone-shaped plasma panels
resulting in a space-enclosing screen. The stable igloo shape is ideal for this purpose. The plasma panels
generate hologram-like images – an environment with a three-dimensional effect. Depending on choice
and mood, imaginary worlds can be created by unloading them from changeable data carriers. Both sta-
tionary images and moving worlds can be projected in order to create an atmosphere, to recreate the
“Sultan-Mehmet Hamman“ in Istanbul, the central bath of the Kaiser-Friedrich thermal spa in Baden-Baden
or even the last vacation photos from the Caribbean. Other mood-forming modules can be connected up
as well for smells and aromas as well as sound and music.

The calidarium should be seen as a complement to the daily use of the bathroom. It can be inte-
grated in this experience or even in the bedroom, the living room or as an independent area within the
home or it can be used as an outdoor unit, a mobile room, in the garden. The size can be varied as well
as the fixtures and fittings. And what's more, the calidarium is affordable for everyone.
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In the calidarium, an indoor climate, from cold and dry to
warm and wet can be created artificially – matched to its
respective use. 
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133Alfred Berger/Berger + Parkkinen Architekten

The bathtub is not a washing machine!
Alfred Berger (Berger Parkkinen Architekten) relates the
functional form of today's normal bathrooms to the
hygiene movement at the beginning of the previous cen-
tury. And he asks for a return to the culture of the
bathing pool which goes back as far as ancient Rome.
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Contact with water is full of emotions. The circumstance that we spend our whole prenatal life
inside a warm bath may be the explanation for this particular phenomena. The 20th century and modern-
ism attributed great importance to hygiene. Our dealings with water were increasingly subordinated to
the desire for health and especially cleanliness. Clean became a synonym for healthy, and emotion was
largely irrelevant. From this epoch of great advances in hygiene, we have inherited an attitude to bathing
which lacks all notions of enchantment. 

While technical progress concentrated on improving the cleaning process, the old European bath-
tub became a highly effective cleaning machine, which had lost all its earlier associations of peace and
meditation. The sensual and ceremonial activities of old were banned from the modern bathroom. But the
great magic of the bathing ceremony still survived in other cultures where the bathroom is still regarded
as a place for soothing body, soul and mind; in other words, contact with nature as the central element
of bathing.    

On closer examination of the modern European bathroom, however, it is apparent that the bathtub
has been able to maintain its position as the central element of bathing culture from ancient Rome until
today. The picture of the Roman bathtub shows us that a tub, freed of its machine-like cleaning attrib-

The bathtub is not a washing machine!
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utes and reduced to its pure bathing function, can certainly be seen as the Latin counterpart to the three
most prominent types of bathing: the Turkish steam bath, the Japanese hot bath and the Finnish sauna.
A tub, therefore, must be understood as a special element. The tub as a place of meditation and relaxa-
tion, as a place for daydreaming and playful ideas, where peace and pleasure are foremost. But, never as
a cleaning machine! (The shower is much more suitable for this.) 

Just as taking a bath is a strong reminder of our prenatal surroundings, “getting out of the bath-
tub“ is a repetition of the birth trauma. The latest developments in bathroom design stimulate our desire
to take a bath. Now, it is time for designers to address the end phase of taking a bath, to develop a design
which makes this difficult step easier and transforms departure from the bathtub into a veritable pleas-
ure. The above considerations suggest a distinction between “washroom“ and “bathroom“. Whereas the
washroom can be very compact, especially in small apartments, every occupant should have access to a
spacious and spatially attractive bath-taking facility. The reduced basic outfitting of an apartment could
thus be compensated by a shared “bathing parlor“ on the roof with its own terrace. Apartments would
profit from a simpler ground plan with a maximum amount of free space, and, of course, a lower price.

In such apartments with reduced fixtures and fittings, however, there would be additional connec-
tions in order to enable later expansion of the sanitary facility by the owner or tenant. Yet, there does not
have to be a bathtub in the small bathroom. It can be an integrated component of private living culture.
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A Finnish sauna is always an experience of nature. With
its meditative character, it contrasts with the central-
European bathroom from the end of the 19th century, which
was solely aimed at bodily cleanliness. 
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139Florian Riegler/Riegler Riewe Architekten

Emancipated ground plans
The starting point for the considerations of Florian
Riegler (Riegler Riewe Architekten) on the new “life
style“ that could be generated by a kind of “emancipated
bathing behavior“ was to radicalize the conception of
new ground plans for the home.
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Will emancipated “bathroom behavior“, as part of the new lifestyle, make the bathroom obso-
lete? And if the answer is yes, what will this mean for the home? Apart from the extensively celebrated
bathing pleasure in the living area, will fast hygiene needs be satisfied in space-saving, highly special-
ized facilities that can also be accommodated in wide interior walls? These are questions that must be
asked if we do not want to repeat the conventional ground plans and concepts for residential buildings. 

Given such a scenario, bathrooms with special features and outside the actual apartment will play
a significantly large role. Extreme forms of perception experiments (for example, floating in salt water in
absolute darkness and total silence) will be sought for and offered just as there will be a certain “cross-
over“ of cultures (hammams based on the original in western European cities and more of the same). 

In any case, the preconditions are such that one can expect "emancipated" ground plans and fur-
ther specialization of everyday hygiene fixtures. It is possible that this will result in valuable new concepts
in view of the possible future shortage of water.

Emancipated ground plans
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The starting point for Florian Riegler's reflections was to
radicalize the conception of new ground plans: apartments
without auxiliary rooms and without corridors, with simi-
lar, clearly structured spatial units, one of which is de-
clared to be the bathroom.
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Small personal-hygiene and cooking units restricted to a
minimum amount of space could be provided in room-
separating wall constructions as often as required. These
mini-units would then be supplemented by “exotic“ bath-
room units that could be used from several apartments.
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Unusual perception experiments are carried out, for exam-
ple, in the “Japanese bath“, which can only be reached via
a covered outdoor pathway. This would also enable break-
up of the usual ground plan used in our homes.
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145Christian P. Arcay-Leliever/SOM

simple
„Simple“ – in this case reduced to its original form with-
out reference to a context – is the most suitable descrip-
tion of the series of bathroom furniture designed by
Christian P. Arcay-Leliever from the New York office
SOM. 
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Through the study of bathing rituals and experiences, materials both natural and man made as well
as ergonomics; we designed a range of product ideas that begin to encompass a multitude of bathing ele-
ments.

Some of these elements include life, birth, cleansing, rejuvenation, nature, sound, simplicity, a 
sense of place, purity, timelessness and tranquility.

simple
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Christian P. Arcay-Leliever used the workshop in Havana
to design objects that were without any spatial context. In
a series of drawings, he portrayed bathroom fixtures based
on an original language of form. 
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151Wayne Turett/Turett Collaborative Architects

BodyBag and ShowerGlove
Water flows out of the “Rain Shower“ without pressure,
like a rain shower in summer. In order to show the user
what is special about the everyday experience of fresh
water, the fittings are intentionally large and solid, even
bulky.
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"You Don't Have To Take That Lying Down!“ BodyBag is a vertical bath and shower. A collapsable
bag attaches to a chest-height water ring. The small footprint and lightweight design allow it to mount
and remount in any room of the house, and conserve water. Aeration from below combines with the plea-
sure of floating in a vertical position for stimulating effect.

"Let Me Give You a Hand With That ...“ ShowerGlove is a self-contained shower in a glove. Water
is delivered at the center of the mitt and vacuumed up at the perimeter, resulting in a “dry shower“ which
can be enjoyed anywhere, without the worry of damaging furniture, floors or walls. The ability to select
parts of the body to wash, coupled with its very low water usage makes the Glove suitable for the elder-
ly, infirm, and for infants, as well as in situations where fresh water is scarce.

BodyBag and ShowerGlove.
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BodyBag, a vertical bath with shower, uses very little 
space and consists of a fold-up bag and a ring at breast
height.  
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With the ShowerGlove, the water flows out of the glove's
center and is then sucked away at the edges.  The result: a
“dry shower“. 
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Hansgrohe and architecture
by Philippe Grohe
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The products of Hansgrohe, our company, make a not insignificant contribution to the design of the
built environment – whether we like it or not. They are to be found in private bathrooms public toilets,
public swimming pools, schools, kitchens and hotels – in Berlin and New York, in Shanghai, Sydney and
Cape Town. Such a widespread presence in buildings also entails a certain responsibility. Maintaining a
conscious and responsible attitude to this use of our products is therefore an important element of our
corporate philosophy.

This was not the case at the very beginning of our hundred years as a company. But, during the
time when the Black Forest metal workshop gradually rose to become today's Hansgrohe company, it was
not only our technological competence that expanded. Our awareness also grew of the meaning of archi-
tecture and interior design as well as of the role of products, the possibilities of building technology and
the importance of product design. In the process, we changed continuously, were often the driving force
behind innovations and, not infrequently, initiated completely new developments. The fact that the for-
mer bathroom cell, a functional room merely aimed at satisfying people's basic need for cleanliness, be-
came a central feature of home life is also thanks to the products and efforts of our company. 

Bathroom fittings in architecture
Bathroom fittings – considered on an architectural scale – are rather small components. But just

like a handshower or kitchen faucets, they are used daily and have to be touched. They trigger a function
which can be directly experienced and are therefore perceived by the user much more intensively than a
built-in lamp, for example, which is almost invisible when switched off, or the rarely used piece of furni-
ture that, after only a short time, often completely escapes our awareness.

Bathroom fittings – much more than a door handle, by the way – are one of the most intensively
experienced parts of the building. Like the door latch or the doorknob, they can only be grasped, i. e. under-
stood, by actually “grasping“ them, and their function is triggered by moving a lever or turning a valve.
Ergonomic factors therefore play a definite role here. But, other than the door handle, bathroom faucet
fittings do not only function according to a digita l“on/off“ procedure. The strength of the water jet is also
regulated, as well as its temperature. In the case of sprinkling roses and showers, the pulse frequency,
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jet diameter, drop shape, water pressure and air component are controlled as well. All this frequently
takes place with only one control mechanism, which is intuitively understood by the user.

Bathroom fittings therefore represent a highly complex design challenge. To prevent this from ending
in purpose-free design, in a kind of pure formalism, was always an important objective for us. The surest
way of achieving this is to take to heart Louis Sullivan's thesis, which has almost, unfortunately, become
a cliché: “Form follows function“, a statement which also applies to our products. A meaningful design –
meaningful because its function is apparent – is still the best approach to creating an attractive and use-
ful product..

From product to brand 
All this began on a small scale. In 1901, the clothmaker, Hans Grohe, moved from Brandenburg to

the Black Forest and established a workshop in Schiltach. He started by making pressed metal goods of
all kinds but it was not long before he turned his attention to sanitary fixtures and fittings. His rise to be-
come the world's leading supplier of showers finally began in 1928 when he created the first hand-held
shower – at the time, with an octagonal porcelain handle and a metal tube. Today, we are represented in
more than 50 countries, with ten factories in Germany, the US, France, Poland, Holland and China.

The “mother of all showers“ was developed in 1969, the first adjustable hand-held shower called
the “Selecta“. Before then, the water had displayed a tendency to splatter out of the shower holes onto
the user in a somewhat uncontrolled manner. With the “Selecta“, this changed. When the “Tribell“ hands-
hower was manufactured, it was possible to choose between three types of jet, and the designer, Hartmut
Esslinger, surprised the sanitary industry with colors in an area where chrome surfaces had previously
been dominant. What succeeded with the shower also led to innovations for the wash basin. The “Uno“
faucet of 1985 was the first colored mixer series in 1985.

Uno was also the beginning of a new phase in the company's history. From this time onwards, we
no longer saw our products as merely technical home necessities whose quality was to be measured in
terms of robustness, ease of installation and resistance to wear. In this sense, we had long led the mar-
ket, and our customers at the time demonstrated that profound level of trust that characterizes a real
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“brand“. We now began to regard our products, however, as something more than just a part of the build-
ing process and saw them as a component of architecture itself. And the fact that the “Uno“ represented
the first and highly successful introduction of color to the world of bathroom faucets and fittings was not,
therefore, a matter of chance. 

A part of architecture has always been the requirement that all visible parts of the technical
systems in a building should be subordinated to a systematic design process and display a uniform design
concept. In the nineteen-eighties, this was especially the case with door handles, plugs and light 
switches – even house numbers, which were then based on a specific color scheme. This became pos-
sible because, almost independently of each other, several companies from many different sectors of
industry simultaneously decided in favor of manufacturing matching products in series, a method which
was adopted for reasons of cost. The red nylon door latches and clothes hooks are representative of this
time as are the red light switches and electric sockets of another company. We at Hansgrohe 
made our contribution by providing color-matched products for the bathroom, toilet and kitchen. In this
sense, the „Uno“ mixer series was a decisive entry into a new phase of the company. In addition to our
technological competence as an important brand characteristic, we now introduced design competence
as an additional brand value. 

From function to value 
As a manufacturer that supplies its products on an industrial scale and, above all, worldwide, we

have to accommodate ourselves to the most varied of target groups – from tradesmen and private users
to architects and interior designers. Whether the private individual prefers the traditional or neo-historic
and decides in favor of gold-plated fittings in baroque style or formally reduced, minimalist fittings depends
on regional and cultural parameters. But he always chooses his product from a design point of view, know-
ing that he can rely on the technical quality of all Hansgrohe products. Offering more than pure function
therefore became one of the basic Hansgrohe objectives in the nineteen-eighties and nineties. Since then,
we have regarded ourselves as a company in which design has top priority. In the sanitary fixtures indus-
try, Hansgrohe was a pioneer in this regard and has remained the market leader up to the present day.
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From the design to architecture 
The concept of design – as it is now understood – is, however, no longer completely unproblem-

atic. For years, it has been subjected to a process of inflation and even erosion. In times when any pro-
duct – whatever design quality it really possesses – is labeled with the word “design“, a detailed expla-
nation is necessary in order to illustrate Hansgrohe's approach to design. 

For around two decades now, the consumer has also been growing more aware of his or her home
environment and has been more and more intensively concerned with its all-round design. This has also
had an effect on the individual products without which the private home would not even be possible.
The“designer“ lamp, which has become a recognizable brand product, obtains its value because it can be
identified by third parties. In this sense, the highly successful products designed for Hansgrohe by the
Frenchman Philippe Starck also achieve their objective. With the Starck line, Hansgrohe triggered a new
awareness on the part of the user. The previously anonymous faucet became an object of identification
for the buyer. The faucets on the wash basin that were previously seen as secondary by the user now
attracted much more attention in general and thus acquired a greater market significance – for us and for
the whole industry. Further development of the company and continuous extension of the product range
finally necessitated a clearing-up process in order to keep the variety of products from exploding. The
nineties saw the emergence of three brands: Hansgrohe, Axor and Pharo. Hansgrohe supplies shower
heads, shower rods, hoses, accessories, thermostats, flush-mounted components and kitchen faucets, in
fact all those products which the sanitary specialist needs for his professional work. All the shower systems
were collected under the Pharo brand name. This includes preassembled shower panels, shower col-
umns and the free-standing, so-called shower temples, as well as steam shower cabins and whirlpools.
Under the name Axor, bathroom fixtures and fittings are marketed which represent the company's high
design quality apart from the products' purely technical functionality.

The social responsibility of building 
Architects always bears a social responsibility. Hansgrohe as a manufacturer also contributes its

share. Resource-saving and low-energy construction and operation of buildings also requires the asso-
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ciated sanitary components. Hansgrohe was therefore one of the first to develop water-saving faucets
and shower heads. Long-lastingness and environmental compatibility of production and products are
essential factors in the development phase. In the Offenburg factory, we operate a solar power station.
The most visible part of this manufacturing site is the solar tower, which Hansgrohe built in 1994 with the
help of architect Rolf Dische from Freiburg.

Specialists and generalists
Our “Havanna Aqua-Tektur“ project signals a new phase in our company's development. In the past,

every innovation for buildings was created by either specialists or generalists. We are specialists in sani-
tary technology – and from us has come a whole series of inventions, which now determine the char-
acter of the modern bathroom. But the role of the bathroom in building, the user of water in the context
of architecture, is determined by generalists – the architects and interior designers. They are the only peo-
ple to accompany a project from the beginning to the end. They coordinate a variety of individual contrib-
utors, maintain an overview of the situation and carry through all details of their design idea right to the
very end. When we now join up with the world's leading architects of the present, we do so out of the
conviction that architects and interior designers can push ahead development both of the bathroom and
the way water is actually used in buildings. The new Axor line, developed in collaboration with the Italian
architect and designer Antonio Citterio, is only the first example of this. With the “Havanna Aqua-Tektur“
project documented in this book, we are advancing development of the bathroom in a completely new
way. For Hansgrohe and the Axor brand, “Havanna Aqua-Tektur“ is basic technical and architectural re-
search in the best sense possible.
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A dream of a bathroom
by Amandus Sattler
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I have not seen the Goldener Adler hotel in the Black Forest in such a traditional condition for a
long time: small shower bathroom in beige/brown, bahama-brown sanitary ceramic, beige tiles with a
flower pattern and – the highpoint – ornamental glass lamps with energy-saving bulbs. Here, the tradi-
tional world of the bathroom is still alive and healthy. 

In other places, however, there is a great deal of movement in the way water is used in architec-
ture. This was significantly demonstrated by the workshop in Havana. It was organized by Hansgrohe, one
of the leading manufacturers of bathroom fittings, in order to reflect on this theme with a group of inter-
national architects and industrial designers. The object of consideration was the spatial quality of
bathrooms and the arrangement of the functions, as well as the details and smaller areas of interest such
as how water comes into the bathroom vessels and how it flows away again. Wouldn't it be nice if the
water were to flow in a broad jet out of the wall faucet into a basin and not be conditioned with an air
sprinkler? Wouldn't it be nice if the water filled the bathtub through pores like a spring and wouldn't it
also be great if the water didn't always flow away through the same old black hole?

Culture in the bathroom is what is needed. This is suggested by an article in an architecture maga-
zine with the title “The fine distinction“, which presents bathrooms differently designed for men and women:
“What does a woman need?“. Quietness, good light and comfort, says the article, and answers the que-
stion “What does a man need?“ by saying “style, efficiency and clarity“. What both have in common is
the separation of WC and shower from the rest of the bathroom with its wash basin and bathtub. The
bathroom, with tiles up to the ceiling, thus becomes more of a living room than somewhere to actually
wash oneself. But such bathroom designs have found little acceptance. Most ideas come to nothing becau-
se of the standardized layouts of the usually interior bathrooms with average sizes of 4 to 6.5 square meters.
For the new bathroom world, twice or even three times this size is necessary. But perhaps size, selected
materials and exclusive accessories are not all that matter? What is crucial is that the architecture is pla-
ced in the correct light. Shadow-free indirect lighting, combined with differentiated direct halogen light
that can be dimmed and made to imitate warm sunlight when the sun has gone down. Once, I dreamed
of a room completely filled with honey-yellow ceramic, warmly illuminated by the sun: a dream of a
bathroom, a place to refresh oneself during the sweet pleasure of relaxation.
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Small freedom in the bathroom
by Beda Faessler
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When architects reflects on the topic of “water in the building“, their inner eye nearly always focus-
es on the almost iconic image of the conventional, rational bathroom. The image I mean is the bathroom
as an individual room, consisting of bathtub, wash basin, mirror and toilet. The fixtures enable the daily
rituals of face-washing, teeth-brushing, shaving, showering and taking a bath as well as the necessity of
hygienically going to the toilet. In this sense, the classical bathroom of modern times is a multifunctional,
spatially optimized cleaning machine. So far, so good. In the most varied of cultures, however, removing
dirt from the body and taking a bath have a function and significance that go far beyond the pure clean-
ing function. There is washing oneself in a ritual that has to be conducted in public because, otherwise,
it cannot be perceived.  This ranges from ritual cleaning of the feet and "washing one hands in innocen-
ce" as described in the bible texts, to mass bathing in the Ganges and the cleaning of hands before ente-
ring a Japanese temple. Ideas of bathing are even more extremely divergent. The historical examples ran-
ge from an ideal bath in a closed, grotto-like situation such as the Turkish steam bath, to the nature-like
outdoor bath in a paradise-like environment such as the Japanese rotemburo. It is only use of the toilet,
as far as I know, that always takes place in protected and private surroundings. I believe that a primeval
instinct causes us to search out such a specially protected situation.

I have illustrated these thoughts with a diagram (cf. p. 166). The horizontal axis stretches from an
extremely protected and private grotto environment to an ideal, garden-like situation in “God's nature“.
Different characteristic historical example are positioned here. The diagonal axis shows the higher-level
factors. Cultural and religious differences in the relationship of physicality to public life and the rite 
of “cleansing“ can exert a greater influence than all functional, technical and rational factors together. 

What is of interest are developments that move the bathroom away from a purely rational way of
thinking in the direction of more quality in terms of feeling and collective home living. The extension of
the bathroom to become a living space in which people spend a considerable part of their home life is
associated with key words such as wellness, sauna, jacuzzi and steambath. 

An idea which takes up this topic of bathroom movement and transformation (with the exception
of the toilet) is the proposal “How far do you go?“ (cf. p. 121 ff.). A mobile bathing and cleaning island is
a befitting way of re-discovering the home, starting from the location of the traditional bathroom. What
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is important, I feel, in this complex set of topics, is to dispense with dogmatic views and to propagate
greater flexibility. As I hope I have shown, the variety of spatially functional solutions and cultural differ-
ences is too great to try and find a single solution which is generally applicable. I feel that it is much more
important to develop approaches that do justice to the breadth of cultural variety in the world and that
provide individuals with a stimulating and flexible environment for a sometimes playful, sometimes ritu-
al experience.
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